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OUR CORE VALUES  

Our Outbound training uses the invaluable concept experiential learning- learning by experiencing the 
concept. We help participants gain powerful insight into their own and their team's work styles and be-
haviour. In the backdrop of nature, participants are made to go through various challenging environ-
ments which in turn help them learn concepts of planning, decision-making, leadership, effective commu-
nication, survival skills and most of all teamwork. The modules offered are novel and purposeful. 

ENDURANCE 

EXPERIENCE 

ENABLE 

EXCITEMENT 

Explore 

Empower 



GAMES & ACTIVITIES  

  
 Archery  Cave Walking     Camping 
 
 Rifle Firing     Paint Ball   Trekking 
      
   Human Foosball    Human Knots 
 
  Obstacles            Pottery        Rappelling  
   
     Ropes & Hurdles    Sand Model       
 
 Talent Hunt     Treasure Hunt  Trust Fall  
 
       Tug of war          Zip-line  
 
   Zorbing       and      many more… 

OUTBOUND PROGRAMS at PACE  

Team building 

Experience Nature 

Social Responsibility 

Relationships 

Communication 

Fun and Joy  

Assessments & More 

Life skills 

Time Management 

Problem Solving 

Leadership Development 

Cultural Dimensions 

Building Trust & Integrity 



Our Objectives  

Our course structures are so designed to spell out PACE Outbound’s Core Val-
ues of Endurance, Experience, Explore, Empowerment, Enablement and Excite-
ment among the Participants. 

The outbound location reinforces our ability to bring together a harmony of 
spiritual, mental and physical elements that are bound to push you beyond 
your comfort zones and guaranteed to give you an adrenaline rush. 

We are sure the learning at PACE Outbound would compel a retrospection 
and would have a positive bearing on your personal and professional lives. 

Our Focus  

Opportunity to explore and perform hands on tasks 

Help bring out changes in how participants think, behave and feel 

Taught how to cope with difficult situations & are helped to look within and find answers 

Teach them crucial life skills in practical environment 

To build Integrity & Sensitivity 

Bring Out the inhibited capabilities 

Our AIM 

 To instill in the participants a sense of responsibility and management 
 Involving participants in decision making and respecting their choices at every level 
 Fun based activities to establish Long Term Learning Objectives 
 Informal and exciting settings to stimulate creativity and innovation 
 Developing Leadership and Management Skills and establishing Team Spirit 
 Sensitizing Participants on moral, ethical, behavioral and leadership qualities 
 Developing self confidence and an ‘I can do it’ attitude 
 Personality and skill Development 
 To enhance Personal and Group threshold 



VENUES for OUTBOUND 

Discovery Village, Kanakpura Road 

Wisdom wilderness, Pearl Valley 

Kabini Resort, Bandipur 



HR PLAY—A PACE INITIATIVE  

An initiative by PACE to bring all HR professionals on a com-
mon platform  to collaborate and by Helping put the 
"Human Approach" back into engagement, socialize and ex-
plore ideas outside of Work. 

Human Resources professionals are involved with collaboration services both as potential 
users and planners for employee's  working environment with very little time for self. Eve-
ryone is so  busy with their own functional challenges that they do not see  spending time 
engaging with other HR professionals outside of  their corporations. Collaboration, learn-
ing and understand benchmarks outside a formal office setting is best to grasp. 
  
At HR PLAY the top of our agenda may be work directly aligned to personal objectives. If 
we are able to step in and help resolve the monotony at work and create channels to ex-
plore and learn in situations outside of work helps us to foster experiential learning. 
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C O N T A C T  

M: +91 9739337305 
T: + 91 8040909856 

success@paceglobalhr.com 
www.paceglobalhr.com 

Minds are like Parachutes, they only function when they are open 


